Word Automaticity List

Record correct responses given in one minute.

0  excuse  describe  vibrate  notebook  alive  relate
6  stampede  flagpole  compute  feline  useful  recite
12  hopeful  baseball  athlete  compete  confuse  costume
18  trombone  dispute  concrete  invite  inside  mistake
24  excuse  describe  vibrate  notebook  alive  relate
30  stampede  flagpole  compute  feline  useful  recite
36  hopeful  baseball  athlete  compete  confuse  costume
42  trombone  dispute  concrete  invite  inside  mistake
48  excuse  describe  vibrate  notebook  alive  relate
54  stampede  flagpole  compute  feline  useful  recite
60  hopeful  baseball  athlete  compete  confuse  costume
66  trombone  dispute  concrete  invite  inside  mistake
72  excuse  describe  vibrate  notebook  alive  relate
78  stampede  flagpole  compute  feline  useful  recite
84  hopeful  baseball  athlete  compete  confuse  costume
90  trombone  dispute  concrete  invite  inside  mistake
96  excuse  describe  vibrate  notebook  alive  relate
102 stampede  flagpole  compute  feline  useful  recite

_____ words/minute